Nonlinear Dynamics Mechanism of Rock Burst Induced by the Instability of the Layer-Crack Plate Structure in the Coal Wall in Deep Coal Mining
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The instability of layer-crack plate structure in coal wall is one of the causes of rock burst. In the present paper, we investigate the formation and instability processes of layer-crack plate structure in coal wall by experiments and theoretical analysis. The results reveal that layer-crack plate structure formed near the free surface of the coal wall during the loading. During the formation of the layer-crack plate structure, the lateral displacement curve of the coal wall experiences a jagged variation, which suggests the nonlinear instability failure of the coal wall with a sudden release of the elastic energy. Then, a dynamic model for the stability analysis of the layer-crack plate structure was proposed, which takes consideration of the dynamic disturbance factor. Based on the dynamic model, the criterion for dynamic instability of the layer-crack plate structure was determined and demonstrated by an example. According to the analytical results, some control methods of dynamic stability of the layer-crack plate structure was put forward.

1. Introduction

Rock burst is a typical dynamic disaster for deep coal mining. During the rock burst, there is a huge release of elastic strain energy which can result in serious threats to the safety of coal mine production [1–3]. With the increase of the coal mining depth, the occurrence frequency of rock burst also increases in China [4–10]. Among the different kinds of rock burst, sloughing rock burst is the most common one, which usually results from the local instability of a mine roadway [11–13]. The sloughing rock burst not only brings harms to the support systems and human lives but also can cause other mine disasters, such as gas explosion [14–16]. The sloughing rock burst often occurs in areas with high stress and is caused by the formation and instability of layer-crack plate structure in coal wall near a roadway [17, 18], as demonstrated in Figure 1.

Roadway excavation always leads to the redistribution and concentration of the surrounding rock stress. Figure 1(a) shows the stress condition of the coal rib of the roadway, and Figure 1(b) displays the stress state of a microunit near the coal wall. When the depth of the roadway is high, the preexisting cracks in the surrounding rock expand and form a set of vertically extending wing cracks under high vertical stress, as displayed in Figure 1(c). These vertical cracks continually expand and combine, resulting in single-layer or multilayer plate structures which are parallel to the rib of the roadway (Figure 1(d)) and called layer-crack plate structure. Figure 2 shows some layer-crack plate structures in the field, which form around the surface of the rib of the roadway after the roadway excavation.

Based on engineering practices, many scholars have studied the coal wall instability in deep coal mining by simulation method and the elastic plate theory [19–26]. The internal
Figure 1: The formation process of the layer-crack plate structure in coal wall near a roadway.

Figure 2: Layer-crack plate structure of the roadway coal wall.
crack expansion and nonlinear instability features of the coal wall layer-crack structure were focused [27–32]. However, the formation mechanism of the layer-crack plate structure has not been validated by the laboratory test. In addition, the instability mechanism of the layer-crack plate structure is not cleared yet. Moreover, in the previous literatures, the dynamic disturbing load was not considered to analyze the stability of the layer-crack plate structure, which may result in an unsafe conclusion.

In the present paper, we discussed the forming process and stability of the layer-crack plate structure by experiments and theoretical analysis. First, some experiments were carried out in the laboratory to investigate the response of coal specimen during the formation of the layer-crack plate structure. Then, a dynamic model for the stability analysis of the layer-crack plate structure was proposed, which takes consideration of the dynamic disturbance. Based on the experimental and theoretical results, some measurements were put forward to control the instability of the coal wall.

2. Experiment Study

2.1. Test System. The test system (in Figure 3) consists of a MTS815 electrohydraulic servo loading system, a self-designed loading device, a displacement sensor, a data collection system, and other auxiliary devices. As displayed in Figure 4, a loading and restraint device is designed to provide specific stress conditions for the specimen. The device consists of a floor plate, lateral pressure plates, lateral reinforcement plates, adjusting nuts, and an upper (loading) pressure plate. These components are joined via high-strength welding.

During the testing, the loading device was placed on the loading platform of the MTS815 Testing System. The baseboard of the loading device was placed in horizontal contact with the loading platform. The MTS815 loading system applied vertical pressure to the coal specimen. To ensure that the pressure was uniformly distributed on the specimen, the upper pressure plate was placed on the top
Table 1: Basic physical and mechanical parameters of the coal specimen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\rho$ (g/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>$v$ (km/s)</th>
<th>$E$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$\sigma_c$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\sigma_t$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>47.06</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>19.47</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $\rho$ is density; $v$ is P-wave velocity; $E$ is Young’s modulus; $\lambda$ is softening modulus; $\mu$ is Poisson’s ratio; $\sigma_c$ is compressive strength; $\sigma_t$ is tensile strength; $k$ is burst tendency parameter, $k = E/\lambda$.

2.2. Specimens. Specimens were sampled from the working face of a coal mine. During the testing, when uniformly distributed pressure was applied on the top surface of the test system, the specimen deformation was symmetric to the middle section. To reduce the influence of free surface failure on the middle section during testing, the coal specimen were made into cuboids which are 150 mm in length, 100 mm in height, and 75 mm in width (Figure 5). The basic physical and mechanical parameters of the coal specimen are listed in Table 1.

It is necessary to test the rock burst tendency of coal samples before the instability test of coal wall layer-crack plate structure. The measurement method proposed by Zhang et al. [33] stated that the coal rock burst tendency can be characterized by the ratio of the elastic modulus $E$ to the softening modulus $\lambda$. Figure 6 shows the complete stress-strain curve of a standard coal specimen (50 mm in diameter and 100 mm in height) under uniaxial compression. Here, a rock burst tendency factor $k$ is defined as $k = E/\lambda$, where $E$ and $\lambda$ are determined as described in the figure. Zhang et al. asserted that when $k \leq 0.5$ the coal rock burst tendency is very strong; $0.5 \leq k \leq 2$ implies that the rock burst tendency is relatively strong; $2 \leq k \leq 5$ indicates that the rock burst tendency is comparably weak; and when $k > 5$, no rock burst tendency exists. The burst tendency factor of the specimen used in this study is 0.18, which means that they have a very strong rock burst tendency.

2.3. Test Scheme and Process

2.3.1. Specimen Installation. Specimens were placed into the designed loading device, and the lateral displacement restraint was applied by adjusting the nuts.

2.3.2. Measuring Points. In order to obtain the deformation of the specimen, three measuring points (upper, middle, and lower) were uniformly arranged along the central line of the front free surface, as displayed in Figure 7. The displacement sensor was fixed on the loading baseboard by a magnetic stand.

2.3.3. The Loading Mode. In order to reduce the influence of the loading rate on the coal specimens, the displacement loading control mode was adopted, with a constant loading rate of 0.005 mm/s. The variables, such as axial displacement and force, were collected with a sampling interval of 0.25 s.

2.4. Forming Process of the Layer-Crack Plate Structure. The experimental results show that the deformation characteristics of the four specimens are the same. Therefore, only the results of specimen #1 are used for demonstration. Figure 8 illustrates the curves of the lateral deformation at the three measuring points on the free surface of specimen #1.

The formation and instability process of the layer-crack plate structures indicates the following.

(1) At the initial loading stage, the original defects inside the coal gradually close. The lateral deformation of the coal wall is relatively small, around 2 mm. As the load increases, defects close and mutual compression takes place inside the
coal, and the lateral deformation increases sharply when $t$ is about 75 s. When $t$ is from 75 to 200 s, the lateral deformation of coal wall continuously increases. At about 237.5 s, the lateral deformation suddenly decreases and then returned to the original level after 30 s. This is due to the peel-off of the free surface. With the increase of the load, the bearing capacity of the coal wall starts to reduce and the plate-like coal briquettes collapse one after another. Meanwhile, the lateral deformation quickly increases. After 526.5 s, the coal specimen is broken into blocks.

(2) By comparing the deformation-time curves of the three measuring points, it is found that the middle measuring point (P-2) has the largest deformation, followed by the bottom measuring point (P-3), and the upper measuring point (P-1) has the smallest deformation. Because of the different boundary constraints, the three measuring points have the different deformation. As a result, the middle section of the coal wall fails first.

(3) From the experimental results, the lateral displacement curves of the coal wall present a jagged variation feature. When there are flake-like coal briquettes bulging in the coal wall, the displacement experiences a large and sudden jump. The jagged curve shape reflects the expansion and failure process of small defects inside the coal. Meanwhile, the large sudden jumps indicate the unstable failure feature of the coal wall with a sudden release of the elastic energy.

Figure 9 shows the specimen morphologies after failure. The figure indicates that, after failure, layer-crack plate structures form in all specimens with different layer width. The distribution features of the layer-crack plate structures present that splitting cracks near the free surface are relatively dense, while those far away from the coal wall surface are sparse. The distribution of the layer-crack plate structures in the in situ roadways displays the same character.

Observations on the failed coal walls show that there are vertically parallel cracks along the wall direction in the remaining intact block. There is also obviously a stripping layer gap between layer-crack plates. Some cracks have cut through the coal wall while some are still expanding. Several locally formed plate-crack rocks are peeling off. The plate-crack rock, which has already peeled, appears to be plate-like and has lamellar morphologies. Meanwhile, observations on the peeled plate-like coal and coal wall show that the layer-crack plate surface is rough and contains smooth surfaces along the coal wall direction. After the formation of layer-crack plate structures, instability failure occurs under the continuous action of the load, such as the dynamic disturbance.

After the formation of layer-crack plate structure in the coal wall, the internal storage energy of the structure continues to increase under the roof and floor clamping load. The energy will be released when small disturbance occurs, which will cause large area instability failure of the coal wall and induce the sloughing rock burst. During the mining process, various types of disturbing loads have significant impacts on the stability of coal walls, such as mine blasting, mechanical operation, and roof breakage. The disturbing load exerts a significant effect on the stability of the layer-crack plate structure. In this section, the dynamic stability analysis model of the layer-crack plate structure is established, and the nonlinear instability mechanism of the layer-crack plate structure of coal wall is revealed.

3.1. Establishment of the Mechanical Model. According to the mechanical characteristics of the layer-crack plate structure in coal wall, the proposed mechanical model is shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b). For the model, \(a\) is the height of the roadway; \(b\) is the length along the roadway; and \(h\) is the thickness of the layer-crack plate structure. The layer-crack plate structure of the surrounding rock is mainly subject to the pressure along the vertical direction of the plate \(N_x\), the horizontal shear force \(Q\), and the bending moment \(M\). The layer-crack plate structure is subject to the inner rock mass and the disturbance effect load \(q\). As is known, \(q\) is the main inducing factor of instable failure. Because the cross length of the roadway is much smaller than its axial length and the force is approximately constant along the length direction of the roadway, the analysis can be regarded as a plane strain problem. It means that the layer-crack plate structure of the surrounding rock deforms uniformly along the horizontal direction. For the vertical direction, the layer-crack plate structure shows bending deformation under the pressure \(N_x\) and the expansion effect of the coal wall.

According to the stability structure theory, the stability of the structure is mainly determined by the pressure \(N_x\) along the vertical direction, the geometric size, and the constraint condition of the structure. When the integrity of coal near the upper and lower corners of the roadway is good and the corner of the layer-crack plate structure has a good constraint, the upper and lower ends of the layer-crack plate structure can be regarded as fixed constraints. The corresponding constraint model is shown in Figure 10(c). When the integrity of coal near the upper and lower corners of the roadway is bad, the upper and lower ends of the layer-crack plate structure can be regarded as simple supported constraints. The corresponding constraint model is shown in Figure 10(d).

The boundary conditions at both fixed and simply supported ends of the layer-crack plate structure are shown in

\[
\begin{align*}
    w(x, y, t) & \Big|_{x=0} = 0, \\
    \frac{\partial w(x, y, t)}{\partial x} & \Big|_{x=0} = 0, \\
    w(x, y, t) & \Big|_{x=a} = 0, \\
    \left[ \frac{\partial^4 w(x, y, t)}{\partial y^4} + \mu \frac{\partial^4 w(x, y, t)}{\partial x^4} \right] & \Big|_{x=0} = 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(w(x, y, t)\) is the deflection function of the layer-crack plate structure and \(\mu\) is Poisson ratio of the material.

3.2. Dynamic Stability Control Equation. For the layer-crack plate structure of coal walls (Figure 10), the oscillation differential equation is

\[
\frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^4} + 2 \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^2 \partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial y^4} = \frac{1}{D} \left( N_x \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} - m \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial t^2} \right),
\]

where \(m\) is the mass per unit volume of the layer-crack plate structure and \(D = E h^3 / 12(1 - \mu^2)\) is the stiffness of the layer-crack plate structure.

The deflection function is expressed in series form:

\[
w(x, y, t) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} f_k(t) \varphi_k(x, y),
\]

where \(f_k(t)\) is the undetermined time function and \(\varphi_k(x, y)\) is the natural vibration function.
Equation (4) is obtained by substituting (3) into (2):

\[ f''_i + \omega_i^2 \left[ f_i - \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} F_{ik}(t) f_k \right] = 0, \tag{4} \]

where

\[ F_{ik}(t) = \frac{1}{m \omega_i^2} \int \varphi_i \left( N_x \frac{\partial^2 \varphi_k}{\partial x^2} \right) dx. \tag{5} \]

The disturbed effect of the dynamic load on the rectangular plate is analyzed. The internal force of the plate is expressed by the quasi-static stress in the plane problem, and the longitudinal inertia force is not considered. The expression is

\[ N_x(x, y, t) = \alpha N_x(x, y) + \beta \phi(t) N_{xt}(x, y), \tag{6} \]

where \( \alpha, \beta \) are the association coefficients. They can be determined by the invariant of the disturbance load and the periodic component.

Equation (7) is derived by substituting (6) into (4):

\[ f''_i + c_{ik} \left[ f_i - \alpha \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} a_{ik} f_k - \beta \phi(t) \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} b_{ik} f_k \right] = 0, \tag{7} \]

\[ (i, k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots), \]

where

\[ a_{ik} = \frac{1}{m \omega_i^2} \int \varphi_i \left( N_x \frac{\partial^2 \varphi_k}{\partial x^2} \right) dx, \]

\[ b_{ik} = \frac{1}{m \omega_i^2} \int \varphi_i \left( N_{xt} \frac{\partial^2 \varphi_k}{\partial x^2} \right) dx, \tag{8} \]

\[ c_{ik} = \delta_{ik} \omega_i^2. \]

The matrix form of (7) can be represented as

\[ f'' + C^{-1} [I - \alpha A - \beta \phi(t) B] f = 0, \tag{9} \]

where elements in \( A \) correspond with \( a_{ik} \), elements in \( B \) correspond with \( b_{ik} \), elements in \( C \) correspond with \( c_{ik} \), and \( I \) is the unit matrix. The characteristic equation of (9) is

\[ |I - \alpha A| = 0, \]

\[ |I - \beta B| = 0, \tag{10} \]

where \( \alpha, \beta \) correspond with the solution of the static equation under external loads.

The natural vibration frequency of the layer-crack plate structure satisfies the following equation:

\[ |I - \omega^2 C| = 0. \tag{11} \]

And the stability equation of the layer-crack plate structure can be expressed by

\[ f'' + \omega_k^2 \left[ 1 - \frac{\alpha}{\alpha_k} - \frac{\beta}{\beta_k} \phi(t) \right] f_k = 0, \tag{12} \]

\[ (k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots). \]

Equation (12) is a differential-integral Mathieu equation. \( \alpha_k \) and \( \beta_k \) are the load critical parameter values. They correspond to the dead load critical load values. \( \omega_k \) is the natural vibration frequency value.

3.2.1. Two-End Clamped. The longitudinal load \( N_x \) is reduced to the sum of the static pressure \( N_0 \) and the periodic load \( N_t \cos \theta t \).

\[ N_x(t) = N_0 + N_t \cos \theta t. \tag{13} \]
The dynamic equation of the layer-crack plate structure under this condition is

\[
\frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^4} + 2 \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^2 \partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial y^4} - \frac{N_0 + N_1 \cos \theta t}{D} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} + \frac{m \partial^2 w}{D \partial t^2} = 0.
\]

(14)

The vibration equation is

\[
\frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^4} + 2 \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^2 \partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial y^4} + \frac{m \partial^2 w}{D \partial t^2} = 0.
\]

(15)

According to the static boundary condition and the vibration boundary displacement condition of the layer-crack plate structure, the deflection function of the layer-crack plate structure in the case of simply supported ends is given as follows:

\[
\psi (x, y) = A \sin \frac{n \pi x}{a} \sin (\omega t + \delta)
\]

(16)

\[(n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots).\]

The shape function can be expressed as

\[
\varphi_n (x, y) = A \sin \frac{n \pi x}{a}.
\]

(17)

Natural vibrational differential equation can be achieved by substituting (17) into (15):

\[
\frac{\partial^4 \varphi}{\partial x^4} + 2 \frac{\partial^4 \varphi}{\partial x^2 \partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^4 \varphi}{\partial y^4} - \omega^2 \frac{m}{D} \varphi = 0.
\]

(18)

Natural vibration frequency can be obtained in the case of simply supported ends according to the energy method:

\[
\omega_m = \left(\frac{n \pi}{a}\right)^2 \sqrt{\frac{D}{m}}.
\]

(19)

The stability equation can be achieved by substituting (19) into (12):

\[
f''_n + \omega_n^2 \left[1 - \frac{N_0 + N_1 \cos \theta t}{(N_n)_s}\right] f_m = 0
\]

(20)

\[(n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots),\]

where \((N_n)_s = (n^2 \pi^2 / a^2)D\) is the static and unstable critical load value of the layer-crack plate structure in the case of the simple support [32]. \(n = 1\) is used in the actual calculation.

3.2.2. Two-End Simply Supported. The kinetic equation and oscillation equation in the case of the fixed ends are the same as the case of simply supported ends, just like (14) and (15).

The expression of the deflection function in this condition can be expressed by

\[
\psi (x, y) = A \sin \frac{n \pi x}{a} \sin (\omega t + \delta)
\]

(21)

\[(n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots).\]

Then the vibration-shape function is

\[
\varphi_n (x, y) = A \sin^2 \frac{n \pi x}{a}.
\]

(22)

Take \(n = 1\), and then get the minimum natural frequency of the layer-crack plate structure:

\[
\omega = \left(\frac{n \pi}{a}\right)^2 \sqrt{\frac{16D}{3m}}.
\]

(23)

At this time, the dynamic stability equation of the layer-crack plate structure is considered as follows:

\[
f'' + \omega^2 \left[1 - \frac{N_0 + N_1 \cos \theta t}{(N)_s}\right] f = 0,
\]

(24)

where \((N)_s = (4n^2 \pi^2 / a^2)D\) is the static and unstable critical load value of the layer-crack plate structure in the case of the fixed support [32].

3.3. Characteristics of the Dynamic Instability Zone. In the process of longitudinal load disturbance, the longitudinal dynamic disturbances are taken as the parameters of the loading system. When the disturbance frequency is located in the dynamic instability zone, the parameters of the layer-crack plate structure are resonated and the structure will be unstable. In the process of calculation, the dynamic instability region is the infinite growth solution of the differential-integral Mathieu equation.

Considering the correspondence with the longitudinal dynamic form of the boundary of the coal and rock mass, (9) can be expressed as

\[
f'' + C^{-1} \left[I - \alpha A - \beta B \cos \theta t\right] f = 0.
\]

(25)

In this formula, \(\alpha\) is the constant load component in the disturbance load and \(\beta\) is the periodic load amplitude component in disturbance load. And \(f(t)\) is

\[
f(t) = \sum_{k=1,3,5} \left(a_k \sin \frac{k \theta t}{2} + b_k \cos \frac{k \theta t}{2}\right).
\]

(26)

where \(a_k\) and \(b_k\) are time-independent vectors.

Apply (11) into (10), and consider that when the periodic component of the load is very small \((\beta \to 0)\), assuming that the load invariant component does not exist \((\alpha = 0)\), then the first three representations of the critical frequency equation are

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
I - \frac{1}{4} \theta^2 C & 0 & 0 \\
0 & I - \theta^2 C & 0 \\
0 & 0 & I - \frac{9}{4} \theta^2 C
\end{bmatrix} = 0.
\]

(27)

The existence of the periodic solution is consistent with the equation and is determined by the following conditions:

\[
I - \frac{k^2 \theta^2}{4} C = 0 \quad (k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots).
\]

(28)
The characteristic quantity $1/\omega^2$ of the matrix can be obtained from formula (11), and then the dynamic instability of the corresponding area can be found as

$$\theta = \frac{2\omega}{k} \quad (k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots). \quad (29)$$

In (29), different $k$ values can be used to define different dynamic instability zones. When $k = 1$, the first dynamic instability zone in the vicinity of $2\omega$ is the most dangerous in practice, and its practical application is also the largest. This area is called the main dynamic instability zone.

For solving a specific problem, it can be assumed that the periodic solution on the boundary of the main dynamic instability zone has a harmonic property and satisfies the following form:

$$f(t) = a \sin \frac{\theta t}{2} + b \cos \frac{\theta t}{2}. \quad (30)$$

The approximation equation of the boundary of dynamic instability zone is

$$\left| I - \alpha A \pm \frac{1}{2} \beta B - \frac{1}{4} \theta^2 C \right| = 0. \quad (31)$$

Let the diagonal elements in (31) be zero, and then the approximate expression of the boundary of the dynamic instability zone can be obtained.

3.3.1. Two-End Clamped. Equation (31) corresponds to the assumption of (30):

$$\left| I - \left( N_0 \pm \frac{1}{2} N_c \right) A - \frac{1}{4} \theta^2 C \right| = 0. \quad (32)$$

Let the diagonal elements of (32) be zero, and the approximate dynamic instability zone boundary can be obtained:

$$\theta \approx \frac{2\omega}{m} \sqrt{1 - \frac{\left( N_0 \pm N_c \right)}{N_c}}, \quad (33)$$

When $m = 1$, we can obtain the boundary of the main dynamic unstable area in simple constraint model:

$$\theta \approx \frac{2\omega}{\sqrt{1 - \frac{\left( N_0 \pm N_c \right)}{N_c}}}, \quad (34)$$

where $\omega$ is the minimum natural frequency of this model and $N_c$ is the static minimum critical buckling load of the corresponding constraint model.

3.3.2. Two-End Simply Supported. The main dynamic instability zone of the fixed constraint model is the same as that of (34).

For (34), the expression is

$$\frac{\theta}{2\omega} = \sqrt{1 - \frac{\left( N_0 \pm N_c \right)}{N_c}}, \quad (35)$$

Suppose the longitudinal dynamic load of the layer-crack plate structure can be expressed by

$$N_0 = 0.5N_c,$$

$$N_0 = \mu N_c, \quad (36)$$

In this formula, $0 \leq \mu \leq 0.4$, and it is called excitation rate.

According to (35), the boundary of the main dynamic instability zone of the layer-crack plate structure is obtained. As shown in Figure 11, the two boundary lines correspond to the main dynamic instability zone of the structure. When the longitudinal perturbation load frequency of the layer-crack plate structure is in the main dynamic instability zone, the plate will resonate and the structure will be unstable.

When the external disturbance load is constant, the elastic modulus of the layer-crack plate is small. The smaller the thickness is and the larger the height is, the smaller the natural frequency of the layer-crack plate structure. Then the possibility of external disturbance frequency in the dynamic instability zone is relatively decreased, and the resonance possibility of the layer-crack plate structure is reduced. Thus, the risk of dynamic instability is increased, and the risk of impact rock pressure is correspondingly reduced as well.

It is shown by (35) that the boundary of the dynamic instability zone of the layer-crack plate structure is closely related to the natural frequency of the layer-crack plate structure and the disturbance load. When the natural frequency of the layer-crack plate structure is constant, the boundary of the dynamic unstable zone depends on the size of the longitudinal disturbance load. When the static load amplitude of the vertical load is determined, the main dynamic instability zone expands as the amplitude of the periodic load increases. As shown in Figure 11, when $\mu$ is in the range of 0 to 0.4, the main dynamic instability zone reaches the maximum value at $\mu = 0.4$. At that time, the possibility that the external disturbance frequency is located in the dynamic unstable region and the possibility of
structural parameter resonance become larger. Therefore, the risk of dynamic instability is increased.

3.4. Control of the Dynamic Stability of the Layer-Crack Plate Structure under Disturbance. The dynamic load pattern in a coal mine is complex and diverse. According to the operation in the coal mine, a simple example is given to illustrate the influence of drilling and blasting disturbance on the dynamic stability of coal walls.

According to literature [34] of blasting seismic wave propagation in rock mass recorded by field test, the dominant frequency range of blasting seismic wave which has the main influence on rock mass concentrated at 15–40 Hz. The boundary of the coal wall of the roadway is considered as a simple constraint at both ends. The height and thickness of the layer-crack plate, rock mass medium elastic modulus, Poisson ratio, density, loading, and periodic load amplitude coefficient are as follows: $a = 3 \text{ m}$, $h = 0.1 \text{ m}$, $E = 5 \text{ GPa}$, $\mu = 0.3$, $\rho = 1500 \text{ kg/m}^3$, $N_0 = 0.5N_c$, $N_t = \mu N_c$, and $0 \leq \mu_t \leq 0.4$.

The main dynamic instability zone boundary of the layer-crack plate structure can be expressed as

$$\theta = 2\omega \sqrt{1 - \frac{(N_0 \pm N_t)}{N_c}}.$$  
(37)

Then we get the following formula:

$$\omega = 4 \left( \frac{\pi}{a} \right)^2 \sqrt{\frac{D}{3m}} = 52.65 \text{ Hz}.$$  
(38)

Considering the variation of the periodic load amplitude, we take $\mu$ in the range of 0 to 0.4. When $\mu$ is 0.4, the main dynamic instability zone reaches the maximum value. It can satisfy the following formula:

$$0.31623 \leq \sqrt{1 - \frac{(N_0 \pm N_t)}{N_c}} \leq 0.94868.$$  
(39)

The main dynamic instability zone of the coal wall is in the range of 33.3–100.13 Hz. And the dominant frequency of blasting seismic wave is located in the main dynamic instability region. Under the influence of drilling and perturbation disturbance, the parameters will resonate and the cracked plate will be unstable, which may exert large-scale impact.

In order to maintain the stability of the structure, we should pay attention to the influence of the disturbance load on the stability. By controlling the range of the disturbance frequency of the dynamic load, the disturbance intensity is reduced to weaken the amplitude of the disturbance periodic load. This can avoid the main dynamic instability of the layer-crack plate structure by preventing the occurrence of parameter resonance. Based on the above analysis and previous research [35, 36], the following measures are proposed.

3.4.1. Change the Natural Frequency of the Layer-Crack Plate Structure. Through grouting, strengthening support, and other measures, we can change the stiffness, control the damage degree and integrity, and change the longitudinal geometrical dimensions of the layer-crack plate structure.

3.4.2. Control the Dynamic Disturbance Frequency and Reduce the Disturbance Intensity. The main form of dynamic load in coal mine is drilling and blasting. Therefore, we can control the amount of explosives and change the location and depth of the hole. In the case of areas with high risk of instability, we can take short propulsion, less-dose smooth blasting. These practices can reduce the dynamic disturbance frequency, reduce the disturbance intensity, and reduce the amplitude of the periodic load to control the dynamic instability of the regional range.

4. Conclusions

This paper investigated the formation and instability processes of layer-crack plate structure in the coal wall based on experimental studies and theoretical analysis. The following conclusions can be drawn from our work.

(1) From the static loading test of strong rock burst tendency coal sample, the formation process of layer-crack plate structure in the coal wall is simulated. In loading process, the coal wall lateral displacement curves present a jagged variation tendency, which reflects the expansion of small defects in the coal wall. Meanwhile, sudden large jumps demonstrate the unstable failure features of the sudden release of elastic energy.

(2) After specimen failure, many layer-crack plate structures parallel with the free surface form. The splitting cracks near the free surface of the coal wall are relatively dense, while those inside the coal-body are comparably sparse.

(3) The nonlinear dynamic models of layer-crack plate structure under two conditions (two-end clamped, two-end simply supported) are established, and the dynamic stability control equation is proposed. By solving the equation, the main dynamic instability zone of layer-crack plate structure can be obtained. The effects of disturbance frequency, amplitude of disturbance load, and inherent characteristics of the cracked plate structure on the stability of the structure are investigated.

(4) When the amplitude of the disturbance load is the maximum, the boundary of the dynamic instability zone is the largest, and dynamic instability is mostly likely to happen in the layer-crack plate structure. By changing the natural frequency of the layer-crack plate structure controlling the dynamic disturbance frequency and reducing the disturbance intensity, the instability of the layer-crack plate can be prevented effectively.
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